"Two-story building" of a ctenophore comb plate provides structural and functional integrity for motility of giant multicilia
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SUMMARY

Comb plates (CPs) are large compound cilia uniquely seen in a basal metazoan group of ctenophores.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\) Tens of thousands of cilia are bundled in a CP via structures connecting adjacent cilia, called compartmenting lamella (CL), which are the basis for the structural iridescent color and the coordination of ciliary movement of the CP.\(^4\)\(^-\)\(^6\) We previously reported the first component of CL, CTENO64, and found that it was convergently acquired in ctenophores and was essential for determination of ciliary orientation.\(^3\) However, CTENO64 is localized only in the proximal region of the CL; therefore, the molecular architecture of CL over the entire length has not been elucidated. Here, we identified a second CL component, CTENO189. This ctenophore-specific protein was present in the distal region of the CL, with a localization clearly segregated from CTENO64. Knockdown of the CTENO189 gene with morpholino antisense oligonucleotides resulted in complete loss of CLs in the distal region, but did not affect either the formation of CP or the orientation of each cilium. However, the hexagonal distribution of cilia was disarranged, and the metachronal coordination of CP along a comb row was lost in the CTENO189 morphants. The morphant CP showed asymmetric ciliary-type movement in normal seawater, and in a high-viscosity solution, it could not maintain the normal waveforms, becoming a symmetric flagellar-type. Our findings demonstrate a “two-story building” of CP, comprising the proximal CL, as the building foundation that rigidly fixes the ciliary orientation. The distal CL would reinforce the elastic connection among cilia to overcome the hydrodynamic drag of giant multiciliary plates.
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RESULTS

Screening of CL protein candidates

Comb plates (CPs) are iridescent, motile organs that characterize ctenophores. They are giant compound cilia that consist of tens of thousands of cilia with lengths of up to 1 mm.\(^1,7,8\) All cilia in a comb plate are aligned with the same axonemal orientations. Since the comb plates have fine periodic structures, the light reflected from the comb plates interferes with each other and produces a rainbow structural color.\(^6\) CP cilia are connected to each other by structures called compartmenting lamellae (CL), which extend from two doublet microtubules (number 3 and 8) of the ciliary axonemes toward the plasma membrane.\(^1\) The CL is continuous to an extracellular filamentous part, called the interciliary bridge,\(^4\) where two cilia are physically connected. CLs are thought to be important for the proper orientation and synchronous movement of CP cilia. However, the molecular structures and formation mechanisms of CPs have not been completely elucidated. This is largely because of the lack of information on the CL components.

We reported the first CL protein, CTENO64, in our previous paper, but the protein showed limited localization to only the proximal region of the CP.\(^3\) To clarify the whole picture of the molecular composition of CL, we searched for other candidates of CL proteins using two criteria (Figure S1A). First, whole CP proteins from the ctenophore Bolinopsis mikado were separated by SDS-PAGE, and the gel was cut into 10 slices. Proteins in each slice were analyzed using nanoLC-MS/MS, and 2,052 proteins were identified. Since CL represents a large electron-dense structure, we hypothesized that CL proteins would be present in relatively high amounts. Therefore, the CL proteins of interest were narrowed down to 57 proteins using the exponentially modified protein abundance index, emPAI,\(^9\) of more than 50. Second, we selected CP cell-specific gene clusters C48 and C50 using published single-cell transcriptome data of Mnemiopsis leidyi, a closely related species of B. mikado.\(^10\)
We confirmed that CTENO64 was detected in both C48 and C50 cell type clusters. A total of 205 proteins were identified in both clusters (Figure S1A). Finally, we selected 21 proteins based on both criteria (Table S1). A BLASTP search of these 21 CL candidates against known proteins revealed that the protein c56364_g1_i1 was a novel protein with no significant homology to known proteins (Table S2). Local BLAST searches for this protein against published transcriptome data of 11 ctenophore species showed that its homologs were present in all other ctenophore species (Table S3). Therefore, we focused on this protein in this study.

**CTENO189 is a novel CL protein localized in the comb plate distal region**

The c56364_g1_i1 protein was composed of 1582 amino acids with a metalloprotease domain (MP) at the amino acid position 223–409 and two death domains (DD) at 1374–1457 and 1493–1570 (Figure S1B). Although a portion of the metalloprotease domain showed homology with those in zinc-dependent metalloproteases, such as astacin and a bacterial and fungal matrix metalloproteinase, the overall sequence of c56364_g1_i1 was not homologous to any known proteins.

To investigate whether CTENO189 is a structural component of CL, we prepared a polyclonal antibody against the recombinant c56364_g1_i1 protein. The antibody specifically recognized a 189-kDa protein in whole comb plate proteins and slightly detected some lower molecular mass proteins, most likely the degradation products of the 189-kDa protein, as the amount changed in different comb plate preparations (Figure S1C). Considering that this 189-kDa protein is also uniquely present in ctenophore species, we named this protein CTENO189.

Immunoelectron microscopy of CTENO189 showed clear immunogold localization in the CL (Figure 1A). Fluorescent double-staining with acetylated α-tubulin showed that CTENO189 was localized in the distal region of the CP both in an adult and a larva, but was not found in other cilia, including those in the pharynx, an apical organ, or ciliated grooves (Figure 1B). We previously
identified CTENO64 as a CL protein localized in the proximal region of a CP. Double-staining with CTENO64 revealed that CTENO189 and CTENO64 were localized to distal and proximal regions of the entire adult CP, respectively, with clear boundaries (Figure 1C). For a more detailed localization analysis, the cilia of CPs were mechanically disintegrated, double-stained with antibodies against both proteins, and observed using a super-resolution lattice-structured illumination microscope (SIM). Double-staining of each CL protein with acetylated α-tubulin showed that both CL proteins were localized along the two lateral rows of an axoneme (Figure 1D). Intriguingly, we further confirmed a clear boundary between CTENO189 and CTENO64 at the level of one axoneme, indicating that the two proteins were separately localized without any overlap along the row of a CL (Figures 1E and S2).

To obtain an ultrastructural basis for the segregation between proximal and distal CLs, we prepared serial sections of a CP and examined the arrangement of cilia using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Figures 1F and S3). In addition to the difference in morphology between the proximal and distal CLs, we observed a transition in the ciliary array around the proximal region. From the ciliary rootlets and basal bodies located near the cell surface, multicilia protruded from the polster cell (Figure S3). In the vicinity of the cell surface, the cilia lacked CLs and were arranged in a certain space between them (Figure 1F). CLs in the far proximal region of a CP are found at doublet 1, as well as doublets 3 and 8 (Figure 1F, left). The proximal CL appeared as the diameter of the axonemes increased, and the space between the cilia became confined (Figure 1F, middle). The interciliary space expanded distally (Figure 1F, right). These observations demonstrate that CPs have a distinct compartmentalization in CL morphology and in the interciliary space between the proximal and distal regions of a CP, representing a “two-story building” structure.

We measured the length of the proximal or distal CL stained with anti-CTENO64 or anti-CTENO189 antibodies, respectively (Figure S4). The proximal CL region extended in the early stage of CP growth but remained constant (43.1±17.7 μm, n = 34) after the CP length reached up to ~500
μm (Figure 1G). Further growth of the CP accompanied extension of the distal region of the CP (Figure 1G). Formation of the proximal CL was also observed during regeneration of the excised part of the comb row. After a part of a comb plate row was excised, an interplate ciliary groove (ICG) and a mass of polster cells began to regenerate in 3 days to a week, as reported for *M. leidyi*.\(^{11}\) Anti-CTENO64 antibody recognized the proximal CL in the center of polster cells, where the CTENO189-positive distal CL was not observed in the lateral region of CP but was extended from the proximal CL in the middle (Figure S5).

**CTENO189 is required for CL formation in the distal region**

CTENO64 was clearly localized in the proximal CL, but its knockdown caused the loss of CL up to only 16% of the comb plate.\(^{7}\) To determine the role of CTENO189 in the formation and motility of CPs, we knocked down its gene expression in *B. mikado* larvae using translation blocking morpholinos (MO). We used two MOs (MO1 and MO2) targeted to the 5'-UTRs of *CTENO189* mRNA. We microinjected MOs into fertilized eggs and cultured the embryos for up to 30 hours post-fertilization (hpf). Western blotting and immunofluorescence microscopy showed that CTENO189 was completely lost in morphant larvae (Figures 2A and S6A). No significant changes were observed in the morphology of larval organs, including the apical organs, pharynx, ciliated grooves, and CPs (Figure 2A). MO-based knockdown of CTENO64 did not affect the expression or localization of CTENO189 in the larvae (Figure 2B).

We found that knockdown of the *CTENO189* gene resulted in no significant change in the length of larval CPs (Figure S6B) or the number of cilia per CP area between the control and morphant larvae (Figure S6C). To investigate the effect of CTENO189 knockdown on the ultrastructure of CP, we compared cross sections of CPs between control and morphant larvae using TEM. Although no significant difference was found in the structures of axonemes, nearly all cilia in the distal region of
the morphant CP were devoid of CLs (Figures 2C and 2D). More than half of the cilia retained complete CLs in the proximal region of the morphant larval CPs (Figure 2D).

To examine the effect of CL loss on the ciliary array in the distal region, we compared the distribution of CP cilia. Adjacent cilia are linked through interciliary bridges, which extend from CLs to the extracellular region (Figure 2E). In morphant CPs, the interciliary bridge was lost and the distance between cilia in the CP beating plane was widened (Figure 2C). To quantify the arrangement of cilia, we marked the center of the cilia with a dot in the cross-sectioned TEM images of control and morphant larval CP. In the control, cilia were arranged in a regular hexagonal array, whereas the arrangement became disordered with nonconstant interciliary distances in the morphant (Figure 3A).

We measured the angle and distance between adjacent cilia in the horizontal and diagonal directions (Figure S7A), and plotted them in polar coordinates (Figure 7B). In the control larvae, two horizontally adjacent cilia in the CP were clustered approximately 350 nm apart, whereas six diagonally adjacent cilia were spaced 250 nm apart and clustered in four diagonal locations at 50°, 130°, -50°, and -130° (Figure 3B; contMO).

In morphant larvae, the hexagonal array of CP cilia was disarranged (Figure 3B; 189MO1, 189MO2). The distance between cilia in the horizontal direction increased in the morphant CP, although no significant difference in distance was observed in the diagonal area (Figures 3C and 3D). We evaluated the angular variation between cilia as a circular standard deviation (CSD). The angles between cilia in the morphant were nearly unchanged from those in the control larvae in the horizontal direction (contMO, CSD = 5.1°; MO1, CSD = 6.2°; MO2, CSD = 6.4°) (Figure 3E). However, those in the diagonal direction showed larger variation (189MO1, CSD = 15.6°; 189MO2, CSD = 28.8°) compared to controls (contMO, CSD = 8.5°; p < 0.001) (Figure 3F).

Loss of the proximal CL component, CTEN064, disrupts the ciliary orientations, that is, the axis of two central microtubules, in CP multicilia. Therefore, we tested whether the loss of
CTENO189 affected the orientation of cilia in the distal region of the CP in control and morphant larvae. The results showed that there was no significant difference in cilia orientation between the control and CTENO189 morphants (Figure S7B).

**Loss of distal CL decreases mechanical resistance which induces persistence of asymmetric ciliary wave**

To investigate how the loss of CL in the distal region due to CTENO189 knockdown affects the function of CPs, motility was recorded with a high-speed camera of comb plates in control and CTENO189 morphant larvae for comparative analysis. CP beating was similar between the control and CTENO189 morphant larvae in normal seawater. Therefore, considering the possible role of CL in the mechanical reinforcement of giant multicilia, methylcellulose was added to seawater to increase viscous resistance. The asymmetric waveforms of the morphant comb plates were slightly disturbed in 0.2% methylcellulose seawater compared with the control (Figure 4A, Videos S1 and S2). An increase in the concentration of methylcellulose to 0.5% caused the conversion of CP waveforms to symmetry in CTENO189 morphants (Figure 4A, Video S3). The asymmetric index was estimated as the ratio of the maximum and minimum curvatures in the middle of the total length of the CP. The value was found to be significantly smaller and closer to 1 in the morphants than in the control (Figure 4B), indicating that the morphant comb plates beat symmetrically. However, there was no significant difference in ciliary beat frequency between controls and morphants in normal seawater or seawater containing methylcellulose (Figures 4C).

To investigate the effect of CTENO189 knockdown on the antiplectic metachronal rhythm of CP beating in a comb row, we measured the shear angle of three consecutive CPs in the control and morphant larvae (Figure 4D). The phase differences were maintained in the control larvae in the presence of 0.5% methylcellulose, showing metachronal transmission of beating from one CP to the
adjacent. However, it disappeared in the morphant larvae (Figure 4E). These results suggest that the CLs of the distal region are not only important for the maintenance of CP asymmetric waveforms, but also for the establishment of a metachronal rhythm along a comb row.

**DISCUSSION**

We previously identified a ctenophore-specific protein, CTENO64, ; however, the molecular characterization of the whole CL was only "halfway" achieved, since the localization of this protein is limited to the proximal region of the CL. Here, we identified a novel protein, CTENO189, as another component of CL, from a comprehensive search for CL components by taking advantage of accumulated transcriptome data and information on ciliary and flagellar components. Phylogenomic analyses suggest that ctenophores are a sister group to all other groups of animals, and that these organisms have a mix of shared and unique characteristics. Primitive species tend to be considered ancestors of complex species. However, elaborate characteristics acquired in various species could be reduced or lost during evolution. The finding of another example of a ctenophore-specific protein, CTENO189, supports the idea that the CP, a multiciliary giant structure, was acquired through convergent evolution in lineage-specific and unique pathways of ctenophores.

CTENO189 was localized in the distal region of the CPs and was completely separated from the proximal CP region where CTENO64 was localized. Although CLs extend from doublet 3 and 8 to link to the adjacent cilia, TEM images showed morphological differences between proximal and distal regions. The knockdown of CTENO64 caused only partial loss of the proximal CL, and had no effect on the localization of CTENO189, whereas that of CTENO189 remarkably inhibited the formation of the distal CL, but not the formation of the proximal CL. This suggests that CL formation does not occur continuously along the CP but occurs independently in the proximal and distal regions, which constructs a two-story building structure. The mechanism by which the two-story frame of CL
is formed needs to be solved in light of the mechanism for axoneme formation through intraflagellar transport.\textsuperscript{13–15}

Cilia in the proximal CP region are tightly arrayed with less interciliary space than that in the distal region, and their orientations are disturbed by the knockdown of the proximal CL component CTENO64.\textsuperscript{3} A basal structure is observed in the growth process of larval CP and the regeneration process of CP in adults in \textit{M. leidyi},\textsuperscript{11,16} as well as in the formation of macrocilia, another compound cilia in the mouth of Beroid.\textsuperscript{17} This part is composed of multicilia with dynein arms,\textsuperscript{3,11,18} suggesting that the proximal CL is essential not only as a simple base to determine the ciliary orientation but also as a motile part to establish the orientation for CP beating.\textsuperscript{3} This is supported by the fact that ciliary orientation in epithelia is determined by mechanical feedback from ciliary hydrodynamics.\textsuperscript{19,20}

The cilia in the distal CP region are arranged with a larger interciliary space. Motility analysis of morphant larvae demonstrated that CTENO189 is important for the hexagonal arrangement of cilia in the distal CP to maintain an asymmetric waveform. CPs receive ten times more inertial resistance than viscous resistance. In fact, the CPs are thought to move under high Re, estimated at 10-300.\textsuperscript{21–23} Because CTENO189 morphants show larger interciliary distances in the horizontal direction without changing the angles between cilia, it is likely that the horizontal connections between cilia by the distal CL is deeply involved in the maintenance and propagation of asymmetric waves, and that the loss of this connection weakens the mechanical reinforcement against hydrodynamic drag in a high Re world. To overcome such a large drag, ctenophores are thought to have convergently acquired the distal CL during the process of enlarging compound cilia.

From a mathematical model where inertial effects occur, asymmetric ciliary waveforms play an important role in maintaining antiplectic metachronal waves.\textsuperscript{24,25} Antiplectic metachronal waves are thought suitable for fast delivery of low-viscosity liquids in a larger Re environment because the distance between the cilia becomes longer during effective stroke.\textsuperscript{26–29} The mechanism of the
metachronal coordination of CP beating has been controversial.\textsuperscript{30-32} The ideas are mainly divided into three: simple electric transmission of membrane potentials,\textsuperscript{30} neuronal transmission,\textsuperscript{31} and mechanical transmission.\textsuperscript{2,5,32,33} A modern model gave a plausible interpretation that ICG cilia drive hydromechanical interactions between CPs, which are transmitted to the center base of CP and laterally spread within a CP.\textsuperscript{2} Ctenophores other than lobate species do not possess ICGs, instead hydromechanical coupling between adjacent CP is thought to play a role in metachronal coordination between CPs.\textsuperscript{32} Our present study showed that the knockdown of CTENO189 results in the loss of both distal CL and metachronal waves without affecting ICG. This strongly suggests that hydrodynamic coupling between and within CPs mediated by the distal CL, and not by ICGs, is a primary mechanism for metachronal waves. The hydromechanical force from the adjacent CP is thought to be laterally transmitted within the CP. CTENO189 or the distal CL should provide an elastic interaction between cilia and drive lateral transmission. Intriguingly, proximal CP and ICG commonly possess morphologically similar CLs that are composed of CTENO64. This continuity is key for the flow of mechanical force from the ICG to the base and lateral directions within the CP.

In conclusion, we demonstrated a two-story building that both structurally and functionally supports the multiciliary movement of a CP. Proximal CLs are robust structures that play key roles in the orientation and propagation of planar movement of the CP in the proximal CP region, whereas distal CLs support the flexibility of an enormous number of cilia and contribute a great deal to overcoming mechanical fluid constraints to maintain asymmetric movement and metachronal wave propagation in a giant CP. The presence of multiple ctenophore-specific CL proteins demonstrates that unique and sophisticated molecular architectures of CPs are the result of the independent evolution of ctenophores, which were selected to locomote their bodies by bundling cilia to develop a giant paddle.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

MATERIALS AND RESOURCES

Goat anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) Secondary Antibody, HRP (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cat#62-6520; RRID: AB_2533947); Goat anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) Highly Cross-Adsorbed Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 546 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cat#A-11035; RRID: AB_2534093); Goat anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 488 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cat#A-11001; RRID: AB_2534069); Goat anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 488 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cat#A-11008; RRID: AB_1431650; Goat anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) Highly Cross-Adsorbed Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 546 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cat#A-11030; RRID: AB_2534089); Anti-α-Tubulin Antibody, clone DM1A (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat#05-829; RRID:AB_310035); Acetyl-α-Tubulin (Lys40) (D20G3) XP Rabbit mAb (Cell Signaling Technology, Cat#5335; RRID: AB_10544694); Goat Anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) Antibody, 5 nm Gold Conjugated (BBI Solutions, Cat#EMGMHL5/0.25; RRID: AB_1769168); Mouse anti-CTENO64 antibody (Jokura et al.); BL21(DE3) Competent E. coli (New England Biolabs, Cat# C2527); Enhanced Chemiluminescence kit, ECL Prime (GE Healthcare, RPN2232); Mnemiopsis leidyi protein models (Mnemiopsis Genome Project Portal, Moreland et al.); Mnemiopsis leidyi single cell transcriptome data (Sebé-Pedrós et al.; Supplementary table 4); Mouse: BALB/cAnNCrlCrlj (Charles CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 International licensemade available under a which was not certified by peer review) is the author/funder, who has granted bioRxiv a license to display the preprint in perpetuity. It is the copyright holder for this preprint this version posted March 28, 2022. doi: bioRxiv preprint https://doi.org/10.1101/2022.03.27.486007
River Laboratories, JAX: 000651); Primers for CTENO189, 5’-
GCGCGGATCTTCTGACAAAAATGAGAT-3’ (forward) and 5’-
GCGCGAATTCTGAGAAATTGCGGGTATCTT-3’ (reverse); CTENO189-MO1 (Gene Tools, 5’-
AGCTCATGGTGCTGAACCTCAATT-3’); CTENO189-MO2 (Gene Tools, 5’-
GTGGCTGAACCTCAATTATTGTAT-3’); CTENO64-MO (Gene Tools, 5’-
ATAGTCAGAGCTTTTGCACACTCGT-3’; Jokura et al.); Control-MO (Gene
Tools, CCTCTACCTCAGTTACAA TT TATA-3’, Gene Tools; Jokura et al.); pET-28a(+) (Merck
Cat# 69864); Software and Algorithms, Scaffold 4; Proteome Software
(https://www.proteomesoftware.com/products/scaffold-4); FV10-ASW
(Olympus, https://www.olympus-lifescience.com/ja/support/downloads/fv10i_vw_license/); ZEN
(Zeiss, https://www.zeiss.co.jp/microscopy/products/microscope-software/zen.html); ImageJ
(Schneider et al.; https://imagej.nih.gov/); Bohboh (MEDIA LAND Co.,Ltd.; http://shoji-
baba.art.coocan.jp/Bohboh_V4.html); Rstudio (The R Foundation, https://www.r-
project.org/); Cutwin (3web, http://www.osk.3web.ne.jp/~cutwin/introidx.htm); GENETYX14
(Genetyx, https://www.genetyx.co.jp/).

**EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS**

Adults of the ctenophore *B. mikado* were collected by ladling a dipper from a pier or by snorkeling at
Oura Bay (Shimoda), Nanao Bay (Nanao), Tabira Bay (Hirado), and Aburatsubo Bay (Misaki). Adults
were maintained in a circulating 80-L aquarium with a constant supply of filtered natural seawater
under a light/dark cycle. The temperature of the seawater in the aquarium was maintained at 22°C
using a cooler and a heater. They were fed with 20-50 ml of brine shrimp at 75–100 individuals/ml per
day. The amount of feed varied according to the number of individuals in the aquarium. To induce
sexual maturation, frozen copepods were provided to the adults five times a day for two weeks. Two
Mature adults were transferred to a 1 L beaker and left to stand in the dark for 5 h, after which light stimulation induced spawning. Fertilized eggs were collected from the bottom of the beaker using a pipette, transferred to a petri dish, and placed in an incubator set at 20°C until use.

**MS analysis using nanoLC-MS/MS and screening for the candidates of CL proteins**

Adult comb plates were cut from their bases using a tungsten needle. Whole proteins of the isolated adult comb plates were separated by SDS-PAGE and stained with CBB. The polyacrylamide gel was cut into 10 small pieces of descending molecular weights and subjected to in-gel digestion with trypsin. Peptide masses were analyzed using nanoLC-MS/MS at the Support Center for Advanced Medical Sciences, Tokushima University. Proteins were identified with Mascot software (version 2.5) using the transcriptome assembly sequence database of *B. mikado*. The results were analyzed using Scaffold 4 (Proteome Software, OR, USA). All row data for proteomic analysis were deposited in jPOST with the accession numbers JPST001482 and PXD031689. To screen CL candidates, MS-identified proteins were first selected by normalized exponentially modified protein abundance index (emPAI) with values greater than 50, using Scaffold 4. These proteins were then subjected to a BLASTP search against the NCBI database and further screened by exclusion of ciliary and flagellar proteins, including dynein-related, radial-spoke-related, ciliary and flagellar associated (CFAP), and coiled-coil domain-containing (CCDC) proteins. The proteins were then subjected to a local BLAST search against the *M. leidyi* protein model (version 2.2) (http://research.nhgri.nih.gov/mnemiopsis). Single-cell transcriptome data from adult *M. leidyi* were used for further screening by cell clusters (https://www.nature.com/articles/s41559-018-0575-6#additional-information; Supplementary table 4, *M. leidyi* cell clusters enriched gene lists), in which C48 and C50 clusters are grouped into “comb cells” In total, 21 proteins were finally selected.
Sequence analysis

A local BLAST search against the databases for ctenophore species was performed using the transcriptomes hosted on Neurobase (https://neurobase.rc.ufl.edu/pleurobrachia/download), which contains data from the ctenophores *Beroe abyssicola*, *Bolinopsis ashleyi*, *Bolinopsis infundibulum*, *Coeloplana astericola*, *Dryodora glandiformis*, *Euplokamis dunlapae*, *Mnemiopsis leidyi*, *Pleurobrachia bachei*, *Pleurobrachia pilipes*, *Pukia falcata*, and *Vallicula multiformis*. Domain searches were performed using SMART software (http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de/).

Production of antibodies against CTENO189

The open reading frame of the CTENO189 cDNA was amplified by PCR. The primers used were: 5’-GCGCGGATCCTTTGCTGACAAAAATGAGAT-3’ (forward) and 5’-GCGCGAATTCTGAGAAATTGCGGGTATCTT-3’ (reverse). The amplified cDNA and pET 28a (+) were cleaved with EcoRI and BamHI, purified using an S-400 spin column (GE Healthcare, IL, USA), ligated, and electroporated into *E. coli* BL21. After checking for transformation, bacteria from a single colony were inoculated into LB medium with 50 μg/ml kanamycin and incubated at 37°C. Protein expression was induced using 1 mM isopropyl-1-thio-β-d-galactopyranoside during the logarithmic growth phase. The bacteria were harvested by centrifugation, and the recombinant CTENO189 was purified according to a previously described protocol. After dialysis against PBS, recombinant CTENO189 was emulsified with Freund’s complete adjuvant and immunized into female BALB/c mice by three subcutaneous injections at intervals of 10 days. Blood tests were performed before antiserum collection. Rabbit anti-CTENO189 polyclonal antibody was prepared by Biologica Corporation, Nagoya, Japan.

Western blot analysis
The proteins from the isolated adult comb plates or whole larvae were separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride membranes. Membranes were treated with 7.5% skim milk in PBS containing 0.05% Tween 20 (PBST). Blots were incubated with anti-CTENO189 antibody or anti-CTENO64 antibody at a 1:1000 dilution, or anti-α-tubulin antibody (05-829, Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany) at a 1:10,000 dilution for 1 h at room temperature (RT). After washing with PBST, the blots were incubated with an anti-mouse HRP-conjugated secondary antibody at a 1:10,000 dilution for 30 min at RT. After washing with PBST three times, the blots were developed using an enhanced chemiluminescence kit (ECL Prime, GE Healthcare, IL, USA).

**Immunofluorescence microscopy**

Immunofluorescence microscopy was performed using a protocol previously reported, with some modifications. The whole body of the hatched larvae was used as a sample. For larvae, a comb row was cut out with a tungsten needle. For adults, a single comb plate was cut and used. As for the regenerating comb plates, the comb plates that were regenerated 3 days to 1 week after removing a part of a comb row of adults were used as samples according to the method of Tamm. These samples were fixed with cold methanol containing 50 mM EGTA at -30°C for 30 min. The samples were washed with excess PBST and incubated in blocking solution (10% goat serum and 1% BSA in PBS) for 1 h at RT, followed by incubation with anti-CTENO189 antibody and anti-acetylated-α-tubulin antibody (T6793, Sigma-Aldrich, MD, USA) or anti-CTENO64 antibody at 1:1000 dilution in the blocking solution overnight at 4°C. After washing with PBST at RT, the samples were incubated with Alexa 488 goat anti-mouse IgG and Alexa 546 goat anti-rabbit IgG or Alexa 488 goat anti-rabbit IgG and Alexa 546 goat anti-mouse IgG at a 1:1000 dilution in blocking solution for 6 h at RT. The samples were washed with PBST at RT and incubated with 10 µM DAPI in PBS. Images were obtained using an Fv10 confocal microscope (Olympus).
Measurement of CP length

The length of the whole CP and those of the proximal and distal CL regions were measured for three to five positions per adult CP or five CPs from each larva, respectively, from confocal immunofluorescent images stained with both anti-CTENO64 and anti-CTENO189 antibodies. The three longest curve paths along the ciliary line of a CP were traced using the line tool of ImageJ, with a line width of 20 or 1 for adult and larval CP, respectively. The fluorescence intensity along the line was plotted against the distance for both colors. The boundary between the areas of the two different fluorescent colors was defined as the intersection point between the two curves (Figure S4). The lengths of the proximal and distal CL were plotted against the whole CP length (Figure 1G).

Super-resolution microscopy

For super-resolution imaging of individual cilia, the isolated adult CPs were passed through a 25 gauge needle several times for fragmentation and disintegration, immobilized on a glass slide, and processed for immunostaining, by using the procedure described above. Super-resolution images were obtained by structured illumination microscopy (lattice SIM) using an Elyra 7 (ZEISS, Germany).

Immunogold labeling

Adult comb plates were cut from their bases using a tungsten needle. For post-embedding immunogold labelling, the isolated adult comb plates were attached to a glass slide precoated with 1 mg/ml poly-l-lysine. After 5 min at RT, the comb plates were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA), 0.02% glutaraldehyde, 0.4 M sucrose, 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4). Samples were washed several times with 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) and post-fixed with 1% OsO₄, 1.5% sodium ferrocyanide, 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) for 30 min on ice. After washing with 0.1 M sodium cacodylate (pH 7.4),
the samples were dehydrated through a graded ethanol series and embedded in LR-white at 55°C for 48 h. The block was thin-sectioned with an average thickness of 70 nm and deposited on a nickel grid (300 mesh) supported by formvar films. The sections were pretreated for etching with a saturated aqueous solution of sodium metaperiodate for 1 min, followed by five washes in distilled water. They were then sequentially treated with 1% BSA in PBS for 1 h, incubated with primary anti-CNENO189 antibody (1:1000 dilution) at 4°C overnight, washed four times with PBS, and incubated with anti-mouse secondary antibody conjugated with 5 nm gold (1:50 dilution, BBI, UK) for 1 h. After washing with PBS, sections were stained with 5% aqueous uranyl acetate for 5 min and observed under a 1200EX electron microscope (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) at 80 kV.

Microinjection of morpholino antisense oligonucleotide (MO)

CTENO189 MO1 (5’-AGCTCATGGTGCTGAAGTCTCAATTATTTGTAT-3’) and CTENO189 MO2 (5’-GTGGCTGAAGTCTCAATTATTTGTAT-3’) were designed to cover the 5’-UTR, including the start codon of _B. mikado_ CTENO189 mRNA (Gene Tools, Philomath, OR, USA). Each MO was dissolved in distilled water, dispensed in small quantities, and stored at 4°C until further use. An aliquot of MO was heated at 65°C for 10 min before use to ensure complete dissolution. Microinjections were performed with pressure using a previously reported protocol. The MO was dissolved in 400 mM KCl and 20% glycerol to 1 mM and injected into fertilized eggs with vitelline membranes before cleavage. The injection volume was controlled by measuring the diameter of each droplet. The final concentration of MO in the egg was ~3.5 μM. The eggs were kept in filtered seawater at 20°C for further development.

Electron microscopy for larval comb plates

The control and morphant larvae were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.45 M sucrose, 0.1 M...
sodium cacodylate (pH 7.4), and washed with 0.1 M sodium cacodylate (pH 7.4). Fixed larvae were embedded in a pre-warmed 1.5% low-melt agarose gel. After coagulating agarose, the samples were trimmed and post-fixed with 1% OsO₄ at 4°C for 1 h. After dehydration in a graded ethanol series, samples were embedded in Agar Low Viscosity Resin (Agar Scientific, Stansted, UK) through propylene oxide and thin-sectioned with an average thickness of 70 nm. The sections were stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate and observed under a 1200EX electron microscope (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) at 80 kV.

**Analysis of ciliary orientation**

TEM images of the cross sections of comb plates between control and morphant larvae were used to analyze ciliary orientations. The angles between the plane of the central pair and ciliary beating plane were measured. The data were compared using circular histograms as described previously.³

**Analysis of ciliary alignment**

TEM images of comb plate cross-sections were used to analyze the ciliary alignment in control or morphant larvae. The cilia adjacent to the comb plates were arranged in a hexagonal array. The plane of two central-pair microtubules of the cilium was used as a reference. The adjacent cilia located parallel to the central pair plane were designated as horizontal, and those located toward the beating direction as diagonal (Figure S4A). The distance (l) was measured between each center of adjacent cilia, where a cilium had adjacent cilia in six directions (two horizontal and four diagonal directions) in the hexagonal array. The angle (d) between the cilia was measured in the direction perpendicular to the beating direction, defined as 0°, using the ImageJ software.

**Analysis of ciliary beating**
The injected larvae at 30 hpf were placed in a 35-mm plastic glass-based dish at 20°C. Motility of the comb plates was recorded using an inverted microscope (IX71, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a high-speed camera (500 frames per second; HAS-U2, DITECT, Tokyo, Japan). The waveforms were traced and analyzed using the Bohboh software (Bohboh Soft, Tokyo, Japan), as described previously. The asymmetry of ciliary movement was expressed as the ratio of maximum positive and negative curvatures. This ratio should be 1 when the comb plate shows a completely symmetric waveform, and becomes greater than 1 when it shows an asymmetric waveform. This ratio is referred to as the “asymmetric index”.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis is described in Figures (p values and group sizes) and their legends (statistical test uses, definition of n).
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FIGURES

Figure 1

(A) Left, post-embedding immunogold labeling with an anti-CTENO189 antibody in the distal part of an adult comb plate. Bar, 200 nm. Right, a magnified image. Bar, 100 nm.

(B) Immunolocalization of CTENO189 in a whole larva (36 hpf). Double-staining with anti-acetylated α-tubulin antibody (ac α-tub, magenta), anti-CTENO189 antibody (green) and DAPI for nuclei (cyan). Top, whole larva. Bar, 100 μm. Bottom, comb plates. Bar, 50 μm.

(C) Double-staining of a whole larva with anti-CTENO64 antibody (magenta), anti-CTENO189 antibody (green) and DAPI for nuclei (cyan). Top, whole larva. Bar, 100 μm. Bottom, comb plates. Bar, 50 μm.

Figure 1. CTENO189 is a CL protein localized at the distal region of comb plates.

(A) Left, post-embedding immunogold labeling with an anti-CTENO189 antibody in the distal part of an adult comb plate. Bar, 200 nm. Right, a magnified image. Bar, 100 nm.

(B) Immunolocalization of CTENO189 in a whole larva (36 hpf). Double-staining with anti-acetylated α-tubulin antibody (ac α-tub, magenta), anti-CTENO189 antibody (green) and DAPI for nuclei (cyan). Top, whole larva. Bar, 100 μm. Bottom, comb plates. Bar, 50 μm.

(C) Double-staining of a whole larva with anti-CTENO64 antibody (magenta), anti-CTENO189 antibody (green) and DAPI for nuclei (cyan). Top, whole larva. Bar, 100 μm. Bottom, comb plates. Bar, 50 μm.
(D) Localization of CTENO189 and CTENO64 in a fragmented cilium from an adult comb plate using a Lattice SIM. The axoneme and lateral rows of CLs are clearly distinguished. Left, double-staining of CTENO189 (green) and acetylated α-tubulin (ac-tub, magenta); right, double-staining of CTENO64 (green) and acetylated α-tubulin (ac-tub, magenta). Each protein was localized along two rows at the lateral end of a single cilium. Bar, 500 nm.

(E) Double-staining of CTENO189 (green) and CTENO64 (magenta). Two rows of CLs in a cilium are shown. At the boundary of the proximal and distal regions, the two proteins localized completely separately. The arrow indicates the distal and proximal directions in the comb plate. Bar, 1 μm.

(F) Sequential images of TEM cross-sections in the proximal CP region. Images at proximal (left), middle proximal (middle), and distal (right) regions of CP are shown. Note that the morphology of CLs and the interciliary space are different between images. Additional CL at doublet 1 microtubule is observed in some cilia of far proximal image. Bar, 500 nm.

(G) Growth of proximal and distal CLs. The lengths of proximal and distal CL were measured from double-stained fluorescent images with anti-CTENO64 and anti-CTENO189 antibodies (inset). Data from hatched cydippid larvae (29-56.5 hpf) (triangle), developed larvae with lobes and tentacles (30-47 days, square) and adults (circles) were plotted against the whole CP length. Bar, 200 μm.
Figure 2. Knockdown of CTENO189 causes loss of the distal CL.

(A) Immunofluorescence analysis of CTENO189 between control (control MO) and CTENO189 morphant (CTENO189 MO1), showing the loss of CTENO189 in the distal CL. The larvae were stained with antibodies against acetylated α-tubulin (ac α-tub, magenta) and CTENO189 (green) and with DAPI for nuclei (cyan). Bars, 100 μm.

(B) Double-staining of CTENO64 morphant (CTENO64 MO) with antibodies against acetylated α-tubulin (ac α-tub, magenta) and CTENO189 (green) and with DAPI for nuclei (cyan), showing normal formation of distal CL. Bar, 100 μm.

(C) TEM images of the distal CP region in the control (upper: control MO) and CTENO189 (lower: CTENO189 MO1) morphant. The arrow on the left indicates the beating direction of the comb plate. Bar, 500 nm.

(D) Comparison of the percentage of cilia at the proximal and distal CP regions in the control (contMO) and CTENO189 (189MO1 and MO2) morphants. Dark blue, light blue, or grey represents cilia with CL, cilia lacking one of the CLs, or cilia completely lacking CL, respectively. Data from contMO (n = 791, 10 comb plates), 189MO1 (n = 851, 8 comb plates), and 189MO2 (n = 821, 12
comb plates), pCL (proximal CL): contMO (n = 2817, 10 comb plates), 189MO1 (n = 1005, 5 comb plates), and 189MO2 (n = 1340, 7 comb plates).

(E) A magnified image of the CL connection between the cilia in the control larvae. The white arrowhead shows the interciliary bridge that connects the two CLs from adjacent cilia. Bar, 100 nm.
Figure 3. Loss of the distal CL in CTENO189 morphants disrupts hexagonal lattice arrangement of CP cilia.

(A) Ciliary arrangement in a CP distal region in the control (contMO) and CTENO189 (189MO1 and MO2) morphants. Dots represent the centers of cilia plotted from TEM cross sections. A typical pattern from ten TEM images is shown for each sample.

(B) The distance and the angle between all adjacent cilia in (A) were plotted on polar coordinates.

(C) The average distance between the cilia in the horizontal directions was measured in the control and CTENO189 morphants. The average distance was significantly increased in the CP of morphant larvae (*p < 0.05, Dunnett’s multiple-comparison test).
(D) The average distance between the cilia in the diagonal directions shows no significant (n.s.) difference between the control and CTENO189 morphants.

(E) Circular histograms of the angle between two adjacent cilia in the horizontal direction, showing no significant (n.s.) difference between control and CTENO189 morphants.

(F) Circular histograms of the angle between two adjacent cilia in the diagonal direction, showing significant difference between the control and CTENO189 morphants (**p < 0.001, Watson’s U2 test). CSD, circular standard deviation in E and F.

Data from contMO (grey; n = 783, 10 comb plates), 189MO1 (dark blue; n = 928, 10 comb plates), and 189MO2 (light blue; n = 729, 10 comb plates) are shown in C-F.
Figure 4. Loss of CL induces symmetrical beating of CPs.

(A) Comparison of the CP waveforms between the control (contMO) and CTENO189 (189MO1) morphants. Left, beating waveforms (top) and ciliary curvature along a CP (bottom) in artificial seawater (left), 0.2% methylcellulose seawater (middle) and 0.5% methylcellulose seawater (right). Red and blue represent effective and recovery strokes, respectively.

(B) Comparison of the asymmetric index of CPs in 0.5% methylcellulose seawater between control and CTENO189 morphants. The values were measured at the half position of the CP from the base of the CP. Differences between samples were statistically evaluated by Dunnett’s multiple-comparison test (**p < 0.001).

(C) CP beat frequency in 0.5% methylcellulose seawater between control and CTENO189 morphants.
Differences between samples were statistically evaluated by Dunnett’s multiple-comparison test (n.s., not significant). Data from contMO (gray; n = 20 comb plates, 12 larvae), 189MO1 (dark blue; n = 20 comb plates, 9 larvae), and 189MO2 (light blue; n = 20 comb plates, 15 larvae) are shown in B and C. (D) Changes in the shear angles of three adjacent comb plates in the control (contMO) and CTENO189 (189MO1) morphant. Shear angles at 10 μm from the base of a CP were measured and plotted against time. The different colors of the lines represent the individual CPs. (F) Difference in wave phase between adjacent two CPs were compared between the control (contMO) and CTENO189 (189MO1) morphants. Data are from contMO (n = 20, 9 larvae) and 189MO1 (n = 20, 5 larvae). Differences between samples were statistically evaluated by Welch student’s t test (**p < 0.001).